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ABSTRACT INTRODUCTION

The energy losses mechanism of high current A detailed investigation of the physical
pulsed discharge at high pressure was characteristics of high pressure discharge is
investigated experimentally. Using the . conditioned by the technological progress in
information obtained from emission spectra of the area of the dense plasma employment,
the arc column it was shown that the such as for example, thrusters, electrothermal
thickness of layer between the arc column and launchers.
surrounding gas is very small. The
temperature gradient existent at this layer can Despite of the achievements made in the field
cause the significant heat flux comparable of pulsed discharge study and simulation a
with radiant loss of the arc. The pulsed number of physical problems still need to be
discharge simulation to be used must take into resolved. One of the most important problems
acount conductive heat transfer from the arc in the pulsed discharges is the problem of the
column to the surrounding gas. energy exchange mechanism from the arc to

the surrounding gas. Revealing of this
NOMENCLATURE mechanism could enable to evaluate and to

predict important discharge parameters as the
e, Charge of electron, pulsed pressure, temperature, the electric field

strength, etc.
mo Mass of electron

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
c Light velocity.

We present the results of measurements,
fik Oscillator force carried out at a model device described in

detail in Ref. 1. In a closed vessel of volume
xy Absorption coefficient Vo=30cc, which was filled with helium at the

initial pressure Po<13MPa the discharge
xo Absorption coefficient at the line (r120ps, Imajx70kA) was carried out by

center. means of the copper wire of d=0.021cm
diameter explosion.

Av Half-width of the line
The dynamics of the arc expansion and the

Vo Frequency at the line center spectrum of the discharge column was
observed through the optical port by means of

ni Atom concentration of Cu in the the high speed camera. In the course of the
state of energy Ei and statistical energy input into the discharge the pressure
weight gi, value increased up to P-(50-70)MPa.

no, go Atom concentration and statistical The spectrum of the radiation of the discharge
weight of Cu in normal state. shows, that it is continuous with broadened

absorption lines of the metals of the fuse and
I Thickness of the absorbing layer the electrodes (copper and sodium). By means

of Nal absorption lines broadening the
S Thermal conductivity temperature of absorbing atoms of Na was

evaluated by authors2 as Tab- 8 103 K. In that
q Heat flux work there also was shown, that the atoms of
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metal are not distributed homogeneously in
the volume of the discharge vessel. They are 36
concentrated mostly in the expanding arc l
column. 3 -

DISCUSSION
33 --------------

The absorption atoms temperature Tg and the 32 -
size of absorption zone 1 can be evaluated -
from measurements of relative intensity of 31 2 3 4 F eV
absorption lines to different excited levels of
Cu--atoms. For any contour the relation Fig.. The graphic presentation of equation (5)
between the absorbing atoms concentration ni, F  T h e g r a p h c  equation (5)
the oscillator force fik and the absorption
coefficient Xy is valid, according to3 :

o where x0o is the optical thickness, evaluated
0 e by contours of absorption lines. It was taken
SK = - fkni (1) into account, that the apparent Avob and the

o moc true Av half-width of absorption line
dispersion contour are related by the
expression:

Substituting in (1) the expression of Lorentz
contour3 : ob

^ob
2 [ (6)

K(V) = (2) o I
4(v- vo ) 2 + Av 2  (2) In 2 - In(e- K0/ + 1)

and integrating, we get (if Av<<Vo) the
following: The graphic presentation of Ei as function of

the left side of (5) (see Fig. 1) enables to
2 define the excitation temperature by the line

l 1 Ainclination angle tangent (assuming the linear- KoV fikri (3) approximation) and the value of nol. It is
2 moC evident, that the population of excited states

is close to the Boltzman's one and the
We assume the excited states distribution of excitation temperature is Tg-9.4 103K. This
copper atoms as Boltzman's one: temperature is close enough to the gas

temperature value Tab-8 103 K obtained from
Ei the NaI D-line of broadening, that proves the

S kTg existence of equilibrium at the absorption
nli = n -l e (4) area. Indeed, the frequency of collisions at

0 o given temperatures and gas kinetics section
areas a -10- 15 cm 2 is about 101s- 1. The
value of Tg is some greater than of Tab,

Multiplying both sides of (3) by I-length, at evaluated by the Nal absorption line half-
which the absorption takes place, we get: width. However, such a discrepancy can be

explained by the temperature gradient in the
absorption area neglect and by the measured

In 1 Av moc go values experimental errors.

2e2 ik gi This plot allows to determine the value of nol,
(5) which equals to nol-2.4 1016 cm- 2 . The total

( )  E. number of copper atoms in the fuse NCu-7
S / n 1019. Using the results of the discharge radius

kT measurements 4 , 5 and correspondingly its
S volume one can exactly enough estimate the
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copper atoms concentration in the discharge, high pressure." Sov.Phys.-Techn.Phys.(USA),
In the case of Po=IIMPa it equals v.36, No.10, 1991.
no-10 1 9 cm- 3 , for the given no/ one can
evaluate the absorbing layer thickness 1, which 5 Voronov A.M., Goriachov V.L. "Physical
equals 1-3 10- 3 cm. characteristics of high current discharge in

high density gases." Proc. 4th Eur. Symp.on
The temperature gradient existence at the Electromagnetic Launch Technology, P508,
layer of 110-3cm thickness (the temperature 2-6 May 1993, Celle, Germany.
difference between the discharge and the
surrounding gas is T~-2 104 K) can cause the
significant heat flux q, comparable with other
energy losses, radiant Wr= ar7 , for instance.
Let us evaluate the heat flux q

q = VT (7)

and compare it with the power, radiated from
the discharge. Therefore at 1=3 10-3cm the
heat flux is q-0.4 1013 erg s - l cm - 2 - The
radiated power at T-2 104 K equals Wr-l 1013
erg s- cm- 2 .

CONCLUSION

Therefore, the important result is obtained: in
high current pulsed arc analysis it is essential
to consider not only the radiant loss, but also
the heat flux through the arc-surrounding
gas layer.
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